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Bhatia Baug Beautification

Shri Ashwin Shroff

Shri Yashwant Sampat

Shri Deepak Bhimani

Shri Suresh Bhatia

By the efforts of Global Bhatia Foundation and Shri Ganesh Sanap (Corporator), Coconut breaking
Ceremony of the beautification project of Shri Laxmidas Ravji Tairsee Bhatia Baug (Opp. C.S.T.) had taken
place on March 2, 2014. Shri Arvind Sawant, a Loksabha candidate graced the occasion.

Shri Ganeshji on the
currency note of Indonesia.
Indonesia is the world's
most populous
Muslim-majority nation.
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Editorial
Dear Readers,
Here is an 18th issue of GBF ENewsletter for you.The team-gbf is thankful to the readers for encouraging response for
"Know your roots". In this issue, we are very happy to share a good news that efforts of Team-GBF has paid off and
resulted in Beautification of Bhatia Baug at Boribunder at the cost of Rs.3.5 crores by Municipal Corporation. We'll
cover this story again on completion of the project. Two encouraging stories of Shri Vallabhdas Kapadia (Manubha) &
Asafoetedia to Acid are included in this issue. Hope you'll like them.
Jay Shri Krishna !
Editorial team

What Readers say...
Your article on "Know Your Roots" is really
nice and throws light on history of Bhatias.
Congratulation to those who perceived it. I
really appreciate the good work and efforts
in preparing such a nice article. Keep it-up.

KNOW YOUR ROOTS – This is the most
valuable information for all the members of
Bhatia community. Thanks for the same.
Dr. MANGALA PURANDARE

- KANAKSINH GAJARIA

Thanks for sending me the Newsletter . The
quality of the contents is very good and it gives
lot of useful and interesting reading material ,
helps in keeping in touch with our community .
- DIPAK ASHAR –UAE

We are Proud of you
Congratulations !!

Really Appreciate the efforts and work.
- SUNIT M.BHIMANI

Jigar Gajaria
Passed CA in 2013 achieving 39th Rank
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Shri Vallabhdas Hirji Kapadia (1907-1999)
S h r i Va l l ab h d a s H i r j i
Kapadia, better known as
Manubha, was born in
Mundra, Kutch on 20th
March 1907. Although
Manubha did not complete
his schooling to
matriculation, he attained a
good level of both written
and spoken English later in
his adult life in Zanzibar.
His mother, Hirabai, had
died when he was only a
child of 7 or 8. His father,
Manubha
Hirji Jivandas Bajaria, was a
strict disciplinarian and it wasn't surprising that Manubha
had a row with him when he was a teenager. Being an
enterprising young man, he left Mundra for the nearby
town of Mandvi to prove to his father that he was capable of
earning his own living. He was successful in whatever work
he undertook in Mandvi and when the opportunity arose,
he decided to migrate to Zanzibar in 1925 at the age of 18..
As often happens with many new immigrants, Manubha
was also helped by other Kutchi people who had settled in
Zanzibar before him, especially his friend and brother in
law Hansraj Mulji Morarji.

bankers for their staff, mostly young men from Kutch.
Manubha returned to Mundra in 1927 for his marriage. As is
known, a Bhatia man has to endow his bride with a fair
amount of jewellery, which Manubha was able to do from
his own earnings.
On his return from India, he opened a small shop, selling
only Khadi, hence he got the surname Kapadia. by selling
Khadi, Manubha was demonstrating his patriotism
towards India. Although he was a hard working tradesman,
he was not greedy for wealth and every evening by 6 o'clock,
if he had made a profit of Rs.10 he would close his shop.
In the meantime, late in 1928 Manubha was asked to take
care of his mama's business in while his mama went to
India. He moved there with his wife, and not only did he
manage the business successfully but expanded it further,
even though this was a Portuguese territory, unlike the
British Protectorate of Zanzibar.
On his return, he worked for the Bohra tycoon Karimjee
Jivanji's Company where he learnt the tricks of the import
export business. In 1944, he bought their motor cars &
accessories shop and started his own firm called Kapadia
Motor Mart Ltd., with an attached garage to undertake car
repairs, which was looked after by his son Harish in late 50s.
He had the agencies for Chevrolet, D.T. Dobbie, DKW,
General Motor Products – Pontiac, Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Skoda, Firestone Tyres, Bosch Products, Bedford Trucks,

Manubha was heading a delegation of East African Indian Businessmen
sent to India and greeted by the then PM Jawaharlal Nehru.

Shri Vallabhdas Kapadia greeting HRH Princess Margaret
at a Garden Party at the British Residency, Zanzibar 1956

Initially, Manubha took a job as a dispatch clerk in the first
bank established in Zanzibar by a KutchiBhatia, Jetha
Liladhar.. Manubha was a trusted employee who won the
favour of his employers and rose to the position of
Assistant Manager. He earned Rs.25 per month, as a clerk
but he, like other bachelor staff of the bank, was given free
board and lodging in the accommodation provided by the

Vauxhall, and later Land Rover, VW and Rover.After the
Revolution in Zanzibar in January 1964, his business was at
its zenith as the new regime wanted to buy a lot of new
vehicles, not only for their Public Works Department but
for the new ministers as well. With his good name with the
local bank, he was able to get a loan and deliver the orders
on time and pay back the bank loans very quickly. However
that did not last long, as together with many other Arab &
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Shri Vallabhdas Hirji Kapadia (1907-1999)
Asian businesses, his main business in Zanzibar and the
branch in Wete, Pemba [the second island which was part
of the Protectorate] too were nationalised. The loss
amounted to 1 million shillings and, although he was
promised compensation, nothing was paid back. This was
the time when the price of gold was Shillings 100/= a tola.
If it was not for his vision and foresight to have started a
branch in Dar-es-Salaam in 1948, the family would have
been in major financial difficulty.
. Despite his own financial hardship Manubha supported
his nephews who came from Mundra to stay with him and
work either in his business or in other employment.
Manubha was interested in Indian classical music and
entertained in his home many leading artistes, like Hirabai
Barodekar, [1905-1989] Master Vasant of Surat, Devendra
Vijay, Surya Kumari [dancer] and many others, thus
implanting an interest in music in all his children. He was
also interestedn literature and built up a library of classic
Gujarati writers of
the day.
The house of
Kapadia also
received a number
of periodicals from
India, thus, for his
children, although
they spoke Kutchi at
home, the interest in
and knowledge of
Gujarati literature
began from an early
age. Unusually for
that time, even the
girls in the family
were never deprived
of extracurricular
activities like
drama, dance,
s
Publicity poster for Kapadia Motor Mart i n g i n g , G i r l
Guides, sport etc.
1946/1947
and, with Zanzibar
being a small town, they had many opportunities to engage
in these activities without having to venture far from home.
Being the de facto head of the Hindu Community,
Manubha played host to many visitors from India and other
parts of East Africa, amongst them Sitaram Shastri, who
recited beautiful Bhagavat Saptah at Manubha's house,
Vasanti Devi and her disciples who had come to preach and
promote the teachings of the Bhagavad Gita, Shri
Krishnanad Saraswati [1900-1992] who founded the Human
Service Trust and promoted Hinduism among Africans,
and converted the first Africans in Ghana to Hinduism. At
this point it would be unfair not to mention about
Manekbahen. She had to comply with Manubha's

generosity in providing
hospitality to all sorts of
visitors who stayed as
guests in his home, despite
the fact that she had 11
children of her own to take
care of already.
. She accompanied
Manubha at all official
events, despite the fact that
she did not speak a word of
English.However, she
made every effort to see
that her children were well
Manekbahen
educated. She always used
to say, 'Aanv ta na bhanaish pan manji chhokriyen ke ta
bhanaidhish .' And so her daughter Damayanti, Kanak and
Shanti had university education. She herself was keen to
study and used to learn to read and write in Hindi from the
home tutor who used to give extra tuition to her sons.
Unlike many mothers might have done, she did not stop her
daughter Shanti from going to Britain as a Girl Guide to
attend the World Centenary Camp when Shanti was
seventeen. Nor did she stop Damayanti from going to study
music and dance at the Hindu Maha Kanya Vidyalay in
Banaras in 1958..
Being Pushti Margi, Manubha was active in the welfare of
haveli, and although Manekbahen practised all the norms
of Pushtimarg at home, Manubha was more active in the
local Sanatan Dharma Sabha, and acted as its President as
well. In 1937 he was one of the pioneering members of the
first Theosophical Society Lodge established in Zanzibar.
Later, during the 1950s, he became General Secretary of the
National Society of 7 Lodges of Kenya, Tanganyika,
Uganda and Zanzibar. The motto of the Theosophical
Society was 'There is no religion higher than Truth'. This
motto Manubha father applied to his life and his business
and respected all religions to such an extent that it was his
wish to build a mosque for Muslims in Mundra..
After the Revolution, through his good relationship with
the relevant ministry,he managed to get permission for not
only the High Commissioner of India for East Africa based
in Nairobi to visit Zanzibar but for his counterpart for
Pakistan as well. As a result of his support of the Muslim
community, Manubha was presented with the option of
settling in Pakistan by their High Commissioner – it was an
offer Manubha gracefully declined.
In the field of education, Manubha was also quite
prominent. He was on the Board of Governors of Hindu
Girls' School; actively participated in building the first
Hindu Union Secondary School for the local Hindu
students; and ran a scholarship fund for deserving African
and Indian students to pursue further studies. He assisted
Dr. R. K. Yagnik, who was a frequent guest at Kapadia
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Shri Vallabhdas Hirji Kapadia (1907-1999)
house, to collect funds for starting the Gandhi Memorial
Academy in Nairobi, Kenya. This was later incorporated
into the Royal Technical College, opened by the British
HRH Princess Margaret in 1956. The fact that a man who
had not even passed his matriculation exam, was now a
member of the Board of Governors of this college, which
later became the University of East Africa, was an
admirable achievement.
Politically, Manubha was also a member of the local
Legislative Council of Zanzibar for one session.
Zanzibar was a British Protectorate with a British Resident
as titular head, but it was ruled by Omani Sultans. As one of
the prominent local Indian businessmen and community
leaders, Manubha was always invited to celebrations
organised both by the British Resident and the Sultan.
Manekbahen was the only Bhatia lady in Zanzibar who
accompanied her husband to such events. For
hiscontribution to the betterment of the local society,
Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom had offered
Manubha the honour of an OBE, which he declined to
accept, despite persuasion from the Sultan, as he said he
did his voluntary work without any expectation of reward.
As a Hindu Community leader, he had the honour of being
introduced to visiting dignitaries, likeKaka Kalelkar, Sri N.
Sriram, the fifth President of the Theosophical Society, Dr.
S. Radhakrishnan, the Vice-President of India in 1955,
Princess Margaret in 1956, Prince Aly Khan and his wife
Rita Hayworth and many others. Sometime in the late 1950s
he led a delegation of East African Indian businessmen to
India to develop trading links between East Africa [Kenya,
Uganda, Tanganyika &Zanzibar] and India where he met
Jawaharlal Nehru, the then Prime Minister of India. [See
photo]. As a child his daughter, Shanti remembers having a
major feast for the officers of the visiting Indian Navy in the
early 1950s. Manubha had a close relationship with Apa
Pant, the first High Commissioner for India in East Africa
[1947-1951] with whom he discussed many issues regarding
the status of Indians in East Africa and the question of
their nationality. Later, in December 1963, Indira Gandhi,
who had come to attend Zanzibar's Independence Day as
India's representative, had also been to Kapadia house for a
meal..
Dr. Julius Nyerere, who was freedom fighter of Tanganyika
and who later became its first President, had also been
entertained at Kapadia house in 1958.
In 1964, after the Revolution in Zanzibar, Manubha decided
to move back to Mundra, Kutch with his wife and some
members of the family. Here too he did not sit idly but
opened a petrol station, helped by one of his sons. While in
Mundra, he helped hundreds of Kutchi workers to get work
permits for Muscat. Despite being a 'foreigner' in Mundra,
he was well trusted by the local Jain community leaders and
other Bhatias, who contributed money for a voluntary
organisation he ran, called Sarva Seva Sangh, that helped

local farmers with fodder for their cattle. They also
distributed free blankets to the poor in winter and gave
'chhash' to poor families every day. The Sangh also
provided medical check-ups assisted by professionals from
other cities.
Among one of his attributes is the beautiful Gayatri Mandir
in Mundra, designed by his granddaughter Bhairavi Jain of
Gandhidham and built by Manubha and opened on
14.10.1989. With God's blessings and his strong
determination, he realised his dream.
His contribution extends to education as well. He was a
trustee of the R. D. Education Trust which looked after
educational institutions in Mundra. He was a friendly
advisor to Dr. Abbasi Saheb & Kalyani Saheb of S. D. Sethia
College of Education in Mundra. Manubha's popularity in
Mundra was apparent when in the mid- 1990s he was
critically ill and in a state of unconsciousness. Thinking
that he would probably not survive, many of the family had
flown in from abroad to be by his side. While he lay on his
bed, there was an endless trail of local people of all castes
and religions coming to bow to him and thank him for the
help he had given to them in one way or the other and pray
for his recovery. Their prayers worked. Miraculously, he
survived and rose up from his death bed.

Inside view of Gayatri Mandir

He started the first Rotary Club in Mundra. Shri Vallabhdas
Kapadia was the charter president (1st president) of Rotary
club of Mundra for the year 1991-92
He died on 21 September 1999. An obituary of his death
appeared in Kutch Mitra, where Shree Ashwin Jinjuwadia
had paid tribute to him as a 'sevabhavi' [benevolent] man.
His life is an inspiration for his 10 living children, 27
grandchildren and 31 (so far) great grandchildren.
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- Bhadra Vadgama

Marico Chairman Harsh Mariwala
shares a lifetime of learning
Our family business, Bombay Oil Industries,
was into edible oils, and I had heard about this
Shalimar brand that was selling huge quantities
in Eastern India and we were supplying them in
bulk. Parachute as a brand was in bakeries and
some parts of Maharashtra.
Some distributors had taken initiative but
nobody from the family was attending to the
business. After a couple of years of joining the
business, at the age of 20, I took a car and visited
the Vidarbha belt. I went to retailers with the
distributors and wherever there were no
distributors, we went on appointing them. It was
that kick of actually going into the retail shop
and selling, that set me thinking about building
a business based on brands. I didn't know much
about marketing so I went to Professor Labdhi
Bhandari in IIM Ahmedabad.
I used to go to Ahmedabad once a month,
spend the entire night discussing marketing and
then return in the morning. Simple things like
how do you advertise? How do you improve your
packaging? We appointed Clarion as our agency
and then I spent a week with them learning what
advertising is. A friend of mine who I played
squash with was the head of HR at Monsanto,
and from him, I gathered small things like
appointment letter finalisation, leave policies.
I have always learnt from the professionals I
hired, so I have developed a leadership style
that's highly participative and that in turn has
helped me overcome blind spots. They say it's
lonely at the top, but when I want to talk to
someone I just ask, be it my board, my team, or
individuals I trust like Ram Charan, Bipin Shah,
Bain's Ashish Singh and a leadership coach who
works with our top team.
I was introduced to Ram Charan through
Bipin Shah of Unilever and since then he has
been a sounding board to me and the Marico
board whenever advice is needed on strategy or
execution. I have borrowed ideas from friends
and acquaintances too. When we were starting
Kaya, the initial idea of laser hair removal was

brought by Asif Adil who was earlier with
Mckinsey.
Both of us
went to London,
New York, to get a
feel of business
models beyond
laser hair removal.
We ordered two
machines which
were put up in our
office and friends,
acquaintances
a n d s t a f f
experienced the
services. Then we
developed a
business model
around the idea. I
always wanted to build a culture around
innovation and I hired Erehwon Consulting to do
creativity workshops which were attended by
brand managers, our advertising agency,
research agency, even the dermatologists. I rely
on my gut when it comes to starting a business.
When I wanted to starch my clothes at home,
it was too much hassle, so I asked a friend to
create a product that we then branded as Revive.
I try and make sure that the organisation also
keeps learning, even from failures. I encourage
executives to take risks, telling them its okay to
fail. I believe that people should be just thrown
into water, and they will learn how to swim. There
have been times when I have picked up ideas
from management books too.
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By Harsh Mariwala, Chairman, Marico

Source : Economic Times Feb 28, 2014

S.N.D.T. WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY
The year 1916 marked the beginning of a new era in the
history of women's higher education in India. In that year, Dr.
Dhondo Keshav Karve started, with just four students, the
Indian Women's University at Hingne, near Poona. In a society
governed by age-old customs and
outdated attitudes towards women, an
institution of this type was bound to face
social and economic difficulties.
Fortunately, in 1920 Sir Vithaldas
Thackersey, impressed by the pioneering
work of Dr. Karve, made a contribution
of Rs. 15 lakhs to this institution to
commemorate the memory of his
mother. Thereafter, the University came
to be known as Shreemati Nathibai
Damodar Thackersey Indian Women's
University.
The headquarters of the University
wore shifted to Bombay in 1936. The
University continued to grow providing
higher education to more and more
women. In 1951, the University received statutory recognition
and since then its progress has been accelerated. Today, with
faculties of Arts, Social Science, Fine Arts, Home Science,
Education, Nursing and Library Science, the University has
become a unique centre of higher education not only in our
country but in the world. It has now 22 affiliated and conducted
colleges, 3 campuses, more than 20,000 students and 600 faculty
members.
While taking these strides, the University has maintained its

experimental focus by providing instruction in mother-tongue,
by permitting and encouraging external students and by
providing professional and job-oriented courses to meet the
needs of women in the fast-changing world. The University has
started a Polytechnic at Juhu in July,
1976, with 2 branches, viz., Medical
Technology and Commercial and
Secretarial Practices.
The University's awareness of and
response to the needs of the times is also
reflected in two other areas, viz.,
establishment of the Department of
Continuing Education and starting of
Research Unit on Women's Studies. The
University will soon be adding the
faculties of Pure Science, Social Work
and Commerce to its other faculties and
will be focusing attention on
interdisciplinary inter-departmental
programmes drawing resources from its
various departments. In retrospect, the
University can be said to have played a significant role in
spreading the light of knowledge among women and taking up
at various stages newer areas for providing greater access to
women for higher education.
The Posts and Telegraphs Department feels privileged to
bring out a special postage stamp to mark the Diamond Jubilee
of this pioneer institution.
Date of Issue: 3.9.1976

Shri Mahendra Asher - Dubai
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From Asafoetida to Acid India
This is the story of the house of Shri Purushottam Govindji
Asher, Chennai, Tamil Nadu.
He had migrated from
Devisar, Kutch around 1925 to
Kumbakonum , which was in
the then Madras Presidency.
He had gone there to take an
assignment for a Bombay
based Company and in that
capacity had to visit many
towns in the presidency, like,
Madurai, Tanjore etc.
In 1930, he established
the business of his own at
Bombay. It was the business
of importing Asafoetida from
Kabul ( Hing is a resin from
Late Shri Jayant Devji Ashar
trees in Kabul)and converting
the same to compounded asafetida which has a ready
acceptance as input in most of the Indian dishes and in South
India it has been demand on large scale since they use it in
Sambar, Rasam, Vegetables and other recipes like pickles and
other spicy dishes.

news paper, hard Gelatin capsules, 7o'clock and Gillete blades
and some such things. The firm marketed all these things in
South India. However, after
independence, all import
licenses were banned
(Cancelled) since the
g ove r n m e n t wa n t e d t o
encourage manufacturing
these things in India and this
business of the firm was
affected.
Devji Govindji Asher
passed away in 1963 and the
business was looked after by
his sons, Jayant Asher and
Kamal Asher. The change in
the business was introduced
by these two in 1970. They
Shri Amrish Jayant Ashar
changed the line of activity to the distribution of Acids and
Chemicals under the firm name “Acid India”
ACID INDIA has grown up leaps and bounds having further
branched off with agencies for reputed Indian and foreign
manufactures of Pharma and Food Ingredients, Flavors,
Preservatives as well as Analytical Chemicals and Equipments
for microbiological tests for food, Neutraceutical and Pharma
APIs , all managed by “Acid India” under the subsidiary, Global
Flavors and Ingredients Pvt. Ltd. with branches in Bangalore,
Mumbai, Kerala, Andhra,
Gujarat, Goa and resident
representatives in the
Southern States. This is
presently managed by Nitin J.
Asher and Amrish J Asher.

He sent his brother, Devji Govindji Asher, to Madras city in
1932 to start a branch of his company. The Branch was “
Hingwala Gopalji Champshi and Company”. Sunderdas
Purshottam Asher, the son of
P u r u s h o t t a m G ov i n d j i ,
accompanied Devji Govindji
so that he would get training
and also take higher
education. He studied at
Madras Christian College
School and then at
Pachiyappa's College at
Madras. However, he did not
stay in Madras after that but
returned to Bombay to help
his father. But Devji Govindji
established the business and
added branches at
Kumbhakonam and Madurai.
(By
that time they picked up
Late Shri Kamal Devji Ashar
the language, Tamil and since
it was Madras presidency, in which was incorporated territories
like Andhra Pradesh, part of Karnataka, Kerala, and Madras, the
people who migrated there generally mastered Telgu, Tamil,
Malayalam and Kannada. Many Bhatias who have migrated
there know at least two of the above mentioned languages which
they speak fluently, even the younger generation knows at least
one language, depending upon which region in the South they
stay)

Thus, the second generation of Devji Govindji Asher looks
forward to many more reputed manufacturers of allied or other
products;( recognizing the services they render to the
customers/ buyers resulting in a better returns for their
organization;) will route their products through the Ashers so
that they can perpetuate the legacy handed over to them and
keep the Asher flag flying.

A Bhatia cannot remain in the same business for a long time.
When his business prosperous, he invests his capital in some
other more profitable business. Devji Govindji also started
importing goods like Camphor, Menthol, Thymol, Borneol, Old

Thus, a Bhatia can venture into many things simultaneously
as per the true spirit of a Rajput, the spirit of taking risk, of
adventure and enter into diverse fields as seen earlier, from
Asafoetida To Acid India.

While the Ashers
continue to progress with the
above mentioned products,
Acid India has recently been
bestowed by other reputed
manuf actur er s of their
quality products such as
Phosphoric Acid, Glycerin,
Liquid Glucose, Sorbitol,
Isopropyl alcohol, Dextrose,
Bromine and Derivatives.
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Shri Nitin Jayant Ashar
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An Appeal to Youth
Disclaimer

Global Bhatia Foundation invites Bhatia Youth from the Globe to
serve as volunteers. GBF youth has education, sports & cultural
events on its agenda and success of such projects is possible with
the service of selfless volunteers.
Contact : globalbhatia2011@gmail.com

Views expressed by the authors need not be assumed as the
views of Global Bhatia Foundation.

All The Copyrights Are Acknowledged.

YOUTH@GBF is an in-house ENewsletter distributed freely to the members of Bhatia community and published from Mumbai by
Global Bhatia Foundation, a not for profit organization.
GLOBAL BHATIA FOUNDATION
1/6, Dossa Mansion, Next to Apna Bazar, Sir P. M. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001 Tel: 9167826768 Email : globalbhatia2011@gmail.com
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Website : www.globalbhatia.org
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Various Patterns of Ornamental Columns, Parapet, Jarukho, Toran and Divabari
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Setting up of
'Sanatan Hindu DharmaDeeksha Kendra'
Historical step in
Sanatan's mission related
to protection of Dharma
With the grace of Bhagavan
Srikrushna and inspiration from H. H.
Dr. Jayant Balaji Athavale, 'Sanatan
Hindu Dharma-Deeksha Kendra
(SHDDK)' is being set up on 5th
March 2014 for converted Hindus who
wish to come back to Hindu Dharma
and non-Hindus from other countries
who are interested in adopting Hindu
Dharma. It will be a historical step in
the mission of protection of Dharma
undertaken by Sanatan Sanstha.
The purpose behind setting up of
SHDDK is to prevent conversions of
Hindus and propagate Hindu Dharma !
On 5th March 2014, the first ceremony
of purification of converted Hindus
will take place thus founding SHDDK.
Later, many non-Hindus from other
countries who want to adopt Hindu
Dharma, will be taken under Hindu
Dharma.
Historical 'Dharma-karya'
will be done through
SHDDK !
'Dharmatma' Deval Rhushi who
started the movement of purification
of converted people based on
'Smrutis', Shiva Chhatrapati, the
founder of Hindvi Swaraj, who
purified Netaji Palkar, Swami
Shraddhanand who intensified the
movement of purification in North
India to fight against conversions,
Swatantryaveer Savarkar, who fought
against conversion in jail through
purification and 'Dharmabhaskar'
Vinayak Masurkar Maharaj who
released Hindus from conversions
made by Portuguese in Goa are our
ideals in this purification movement.
We are sure that we will keep these
great personalities as our ideals and
carry on the historic 'Dharma-karya'
through SHDDK.
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